Don’t Pay More

For Less

THE FOLLOWING IS NOT AN ADVERTISEMENT. IT IS A PUBLIC INTEREST ARTICLE.

In fact, the opposite is usually true:

the more quality a bar or

plate is, the less you’re usually paying for this quality. Because
a company like Ivanko puts so much of their cost into quality
and production, we can’t make the mark ups of a machine
maker, or even those free weight companies who have and
continue to widely imitate us. Instead what happens is this:
we set a standard of quality and competence and the cheap
companies use our final price (a reflection of our costs) as a
gauge to try to sell you inferior equipment. They’re able to
claim that they are 15 or 30% (for example) less than Ivanko!
But what goes unmentioned is the fact that their costs (and
therefore the end value to you) are often much less than the 15
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I’ve made the analogy before, but I think it
bears repeating: its useful to look at the gym
equipment you purchase and use as tools. Every
craftsman relies on his tools to get the job done.

or 30% “savings” you’re getting. In other words, you’re paying
more for less.

CABLE SYSTEM ATTACHMENTS
Since I’ve been writing these articles, I’ve advocated purchasing
quality, and therefore value, when equipping your gym with
plates, Olympic bars, fixed dumbbells and barbells. One area

In many cases, and in the right hands, the quality

to which I’ve given less attention though, is Cable System

of your tools determines the quality of job you

Attachments. These are the tools that we all use to exploit the
benefits of the expensive machines you’ve probably purchased

do. And in any case, it’s always a pleasure to use

for you gym. In the 1970s and 80’s, I set about to re-imagine

well made tools. If you’re going to use them, why

the function and design of cable attachments.

not use good ones? In the long view, the cost of

this resulted in improving and refining existing designs. In

a good tool is negligible when compared to the
lasting value and long term benefits the tool gives.

In some cases,

other cases, the results were complete innovations.
Before I started to re-imagine what a cable system
attachment could be, I found most were poorly designed
using tubing and welded

One

of

the

tabs.

Not only were

perversities of this

the designs crude but

industry, whether the

aesthetics were an

gym owner or buyer is

afterthought and totally

aware of it or not, is

out of place with the

that you’re usually

explosion of designs

paying a much larger

coming from machine

mark up for a machine

makers of the time.

than you are free
weights.
makers

Machine
often

Ivanko’s contribution
was to marry simple,

get

beautiful, one piece,

significant profits,

well-rounded designs

where we humble free

w i t h f u n c t i o n a l i t y,

weight makers often

including drop-forged

don’t get such a benefit.
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swivels for performance and durability. We also pioneered the

make it perfectly balanced. A club favorite, the MPB-11 is

rubber safety end ball with a threaded stem. The designs cost

great for all kinds of tricep, curl, and lat work. My favorite use

more, but we felt it was the best way to make these tools.

for it though is low row curls with a floor pulley.

Immediately, counterfeiters started copying the basic look
of our attachments, but attendant with that blatant copying
came the usual cheapening of the product:

cast fittings,

cheap bushings, superficial knurling on the handles, bad
chrome
often

jobs.

Moreover, the designs were
copied so poorly that they
hung “unbalanced” on a
machine. Such a state
affairs is still evident

The tricep rope has been
around for a long time.
I’ve seen examples that

today.

incorporate modern designs
The stirrup handle,

that are over 100 years old. It is

an attachment

another versatile piece of equipment

great for doing

for various types of tricep extensions, standing, kneeling,

one arm cable

or seated curls with a floor pulley, among other exercises. Our

work, crossovers,

29 inch Tricep Rope (TR-29), will stand up to abuse in a gym.

bicep curls, &

I have compared our tricep rope to others, ....and I believe

triceps extensions

that you will not find a tricep rope this is manufactured better

used to be built like an actual stirrup
and would dig into your arm. It wasn’t very comfortable and

or that is comprised of the quality of individual
components that Ivanko’s TR-29 is.

this discomfort, I found, resulted in a less effective exercise.
Our stirrup handle (SH-5), however, is a one-piece forged steel
swivel design, which allows it to lie flat against the arm.
One of our most versatile pieces of
And

equipment, is our 28 inch

our

price

is

nearly equivalent to those tricep ropes

Palms Parallel Lat Bar

comprised of inferior materials. We might not

(PPLB-28).

make the markup that others do, but I can’t stand offering
It is also

cheap, shoddy products made from inferior materials.

an original Ivanko
design. The Parallel

IVANKO RUBBER DUMBBELLS GOING STRONG IN VENICE

Lat Bar is probably one of the most difficult attachments
to get right. It’s a perfectly balanced one piece design
without welds. It is also useful for palms-facing, lat
pull down work, as well as palms together pulley
work.

In 1991, we sold a several sets of rubber dumbbells
and Olympic plates to the outdoor gym at Muscle
Beach on the Venice boardwalk. They’ve held up
to rain, sun, wind, sand and surf. And they
still perform and look good after
nearly 20 years. How’s that

Like the PPLB-28, the 11 inch

for investment?

Multi-Purpose Bar (MPB-11), if it is
to be made right, requires that you

continued on page 20 »
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Our highly-accurate rubber dumbbells use a quality rubber

Please join on us at www.facebook.ivankobarbell.com where we

that adheres to the machined, cast-iron core. We employ what

publish original content, product announcements, and specials

I believe is a unique rubber-curing process that eliminates

for your facility.

offensive odors that plague both rubber and urethane. They’re
available in 2.5 and 5 lb increments, and in both pounds and
kilos. And like our urethane plates and dumbbells, our rubber
dumbbells and plates are offered in “true kilograms” from
dedicated tooling, not simply re-badged product masquerading
as kilos but really made as pound weight.

Ivanko Barbell Company was founded by Tom Lincir in 1967
and is the most respected provider of professional and
commercial grade barbell and dumbbell products worldwide.
Your comments or questions are welcome. Contact Tom at
tom@ivankobarbell.com or write to P.O. Box 1470, San Pedro,
CA 90733 U.S.A. For product information and pricing, see
our website ivankobarbell.com or call (310) 514-1155.
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